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Seven Men To Provide Varied
Outlooks For Impact Sessions
Seven men with seven different experiences
will spend the week of April 19 to 25 on the
Taylor campus. The Kerygma club, composed
of religion majors and minors, is sponsoring
this impact session.
The Sunday evening service on the'19th will
feature a group of men who are a part of an
organization which calls itself Overseas Am
bassadors. They have traveled all over the
world for the cause of Christianity. Also the
three chapels of the week will be in the hands
of these men.
In the United States, the organization has
concentrated on the college campuses, conduct
ing programs similar to the one that will take
place here. Wheaton College has had them on
their campus as has Malone College.
Bob Rychlick, one of the seven, was born
and raised in Chicago. He completed his edu
cation at the Stanford University Law School.
His mother is a Christian Scientist and his
father a Catholic. He has had experience work
ing with youth.
Leonard Holloway of Corpus Christi, Tex., is
listed in Who's Who in America and also Who's
Who in Education. Holloway has degrees in
theology, communication, and economics. He
has been the President of the University of
Corpus Christi and has served on several na
tional committees including the Peace Corps.
The Vice President of Precision Coating in
Richardson, Tex., Ed Haltom, is another Over
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seas Ambassador. He received his B.S. degree
in chemical engineering from Texas A & M.
Born in N e w O r l e a n s , G . R. C o m m a g e r e h a s
been in the industrial coating field since 1942.
Georgia Tech is the source of his undergradu
ate and Master's degrees.
The next man represents the field of religion.
Ray Stedman is a graduate of Dallas Theo
logical seminary. He has been Chairman of the
Board of Overseas Crusades and a member
of the Board of Christian Nationals Evangelism
Commission, to name two of his positions.
Stedman has also headed Pastor's Conferences
all over the world.
A research physicist for 12 years at the
Stanford Research Institute, Lambert Dolphin
is now a full time speaker, largely in connection
with Overseas Crusades, Inc. He is a member
of numerous scientific societies and has written
booklets such as My Search, The Christian and
LSD, and Sex Through the Looking Glass.
There will be faculty luncheons in the Kerwood Room on both Monday and Thursday
with these men present. There will also be in
teraction meetings in Shreiner Tuesday and
Thursday at 10 a.m.
Personal counseling with any of them wili
be available in the afternoons and they will be
spending the evenings in the residence halls.
Kerygma impact coordinator, Ron Bruno,
stated that the men will also be available for
clubs and for the classroom.
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-Hanson Win
By Narrow Margin
A 5.2% margin, selected the
Rich Myers - John Hanson ticket
for SGO president, in Wednes
day's all campus election. Rich
picked up his slim 571 to 513
margin in MCW and Sammy
Morris. The opposing ticket was
held by Stan Nussbaum and Bob
Whitehead. This team carried the
votes in Wengatz and Swallow
Robin.
In other races, Rick Norris and
Steve Clough ran an uncontested
ballot for the high offices in SUB.
There was, however, a strong
write-in campaign for Ray Maddox and Rich Smith. This team
gained 425 of a 1062 vote.
In the Senatorial races, Wen
gatz elected three new repre
sentatives. Wengatz senators are
Dan Jorg with 128 votes, Ed Yu
with 99, and Ken Johnson with
94. Sammy Morris gave John Hill
105 votes in the two man race for
senator. Swallow Robin elected
Jerry Jacks on an uncontested
ballot.
At MCW candidates campaigned
for two openings. Elected were
Mauffie Saunders with 175 votes
and Jan Nelson with 164 votes.
East Hall elected Kathi McLennon
with 162 votes in a two man
campaign there.
Cindy Hueston will assume an
unopposed Senate seat for off
campus students. Commuting sturlents elected Rill Toll
An overview of the election
reveals that 1225 students voted.

Panel Discussion Set
For Marriage Clinic

This is from a total of 1329 stu
dents presently attending Taylor.
This year SGO saw the emer
gence of a minority party. This
third presidential team, com
prised of Jaime Cabezas and Noe
Marandet and calling themselves
the International Party, received
2.4% of the student body vote.

ECHO Rated
Excellent In
ACP Analysis
A First Class rating was award
ed the ECHO by the Associated
Collegiate Press at the University
of Minnesota in the 82nd All
American Critical Service. Ap
proximately 600 newspapers from
throughout the United States
were evaluated.
Newspapers published from
January through May of the 196869 school year were judged on
coverage and content, writing and
editing, editorial leadership, phys
ical appearance and photography.
Marks of Distinction for superior
achievement may be awarded in
each of the five categories and
a paper must receive at least
four such credits to be rated All
American,
The ECHO received Mark of
Distinction credit for superior
accomplishment in Writing and
Editing, and Editorial Leadership.
Ratings of First Class (excel
lent); Second Class (very good),
and Third Class (good) are given
on the basis of total numerical
scores achieved in the five classi
fications.
"Covering the college campus
and relating to national events
offers an increasing challenge to
the newspaper staff working with
limited time and funds," Otto W.
Quale, ACP executive director
stated. "An over-all study indi
cates they are doing an outstand
ing job fully aware of both the
opportunities and obligations of
a free and responsible press."

For the third straight year the dealt with, one at each of the
University Pastor and Professor clinic sessions.
Roye will conduct the Pre-Marital
This is the year of the con
Clinic.
traceptive controversy. The clinic
This year's clinic will be en will help those attending to do
titled
THE THREE FACES OF some realistic thinking in this
The following questions were all directed to Charles Newman
important area. The panel will be
MARRIAGE.
who is director of service operations.
ready to discuss the problems and
Question: Why can't the grili be open on Sunday?
The dates for the three sessions give advice.
Answer: Newman said that he felt that the opening of the grill
will be:
on Sunday would not be within the spirit of the Sunday observation
Books, marriage pamphlets, deFrom the office of the presi
Tuesday, April 21st
guidelines set forth by the Student Life Handbook (page 12).
votionals for the honeymoon,
dent: Mrs. David Fuller has
Monday, April 27th
Question: When will the construction of the new food center
marriage service materials, bud
requested that we express her
Tuesday, April 28th
begin and when wiil it be completed?
get ideas, etc. will all be made
sincere appreciation for the
Answer: According to Newman, who is closely involved with
All of Taylor's engaged couples available free of charge. The color
memorial service and to all
this project, the ground breaking will take place during June, this and newly married are invited film HUMAN REPRODUCTION,
who sent cards and gifts dur
summer. The approximate completion time is the latter part of the and urged to attend. Each ses produced by the American Medic
ing her recent loss.
summer of 1971. This facility is expected to be in use for the first sion will be held in SL 101 at al Society will be shown.
day of the 1971-72 school year.
8:00 p.m.
Question: Why are the hours of the post office window so
The professional clinic panel
limited?
will consist of Dr. Frank Roye,
Answer: Mr. Newman said that the present hours for the post Dr. Howard Luginbill, M.D., Dr.
office window (9-10 a.m., 12-1:30 p.m. and 3:45-4:30 p.m. were es Janelle Goetcheus, M.D., Mrs. Wil
tablished by reserving the hours during which the post office is bur Cleveland, M. Soc., and the
most heavily visited. Newman also said that since a great amount University Pastor.
Page 2 ECHO comments on Excursions Concert
of time is needed for the processing of the mail, it is impossible to
Page 3 Earth Day, April 22
THE THREE FACES OF MAR
leave the window open all day. It is realized that certain individuals
Page 5 National News . . . Strikes
might have special problems and Newman suggested that he or one RIAGE are: 1. The Spiritual. 2.
Drug Usage—nationally and
Next week in the ECHO
of the post office personnel should be notified, so that a solution The Practical. 3. The Physical.
Each of these subjects will be o n c a m p u s .
can be found.

INSIDE THE ECHO . . .
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The ECHO

The editorial policy of this paper is determined
by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board,

and do not express the official opinion of Taylor
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor,
and other signed materials represent only the
individual opinions of their authors.

No Mold For A Christian
The evening service of Sunday, April 5, and
the concert which followed surprised many
people on Taylor's campus while providing us
all with a valuable opportunity for Christian
growth.
Most of the Christian speakers and enter
tainers who have been brought to campus have
embraced much the same conservative life
style. Even our non-Christian entertainers have
been of the "clean-cut" variety. Continuous ex
posure to only one life style makes it easy for
us to view that style as the only acceptable
one. Viewing and hearing Jon Guest and the
Excursions should have reemphasized at least
one point in our thinking.
Christianity is not confined to one particular

life style. A Christian's appearance can range
from a suit and tie and a crew cut, to bells,
a headband and shoulder length hair. His
rhetoric can consist of anything from "accept
Him as your personal Saviour," to "dig Jesus";
from "rap" to "witness." He can enjoy Mozart,
the Lettermen and Steppenwolf. He can serve
God by singing on a gospel team or playing
in a rock band.
We must not insist that the life styles of other
Christians be identical to ours in order to be
valid, for we make God small if we restrict His
followers to one highly detailed mold. There is
individuality in a life with God, and Jon Guest
and the Excursions proved how effective this
individuality can be.

Nixon Plays Politics
Executive bewilderment and the power of
Presidential emotion were clearly demonstrat
ed last week after the United States Senate
rejected President Richard Nixon's second con
secutive appointment to the Supreme Court.
The President's reaction immediately following
the unexpected vote of no-confidence for Court
nominee G. Harold Carswell seems to have
illuminated many executive attitudes toward
Presidential authority as found in the Con
stitution.
In a display of emotion rivaled only by his
performance after a bitter defeat in the Cali
fornia gubernatorial race of 1962 ("You won't
have Nixon to kick around anymore") Nixon,
in one rhetorical swoop, condemned the Senate,
consoled the South, and delayed a decision
concerning another Court appointee. Indica
tions are that the President will nominate a
Northern judge in his third attempt for Senate
confirmation.
But perhaps the most serious attitude dis
played last week was neither Senatorial in
transigence nor Presidential anguish. Rather,
it was the President's seeming willingness to let
Carswell's judicial loss become Mr. Nixon's
political gain. In an obvious appeal for South
ern electoral support, Nixon chose to verbally
interpret the Senate's rejection of Carswell as
the rejection of a larger executive attempt to

represent the South on the Supreme Court.
That this type of logic defies factual repre
sentation is clear. Although it can hardly be
denied that Carswell's background as a South
ern judge played a certain, if comparatively
insignificant role in the Senate's failure to con
firm his appointment, it dees not necessarily
follow that the Senate wishes to deny the South
legitimate representation on the Court. Indeed,
a study of the transcript of Senate debate on
the issue would seem to indicate that Cars
well's record (or lack of it) was under close
legislative scrutiny, not his connection with the
land directly south of the Mason-Dixon Line.
But, in spite of this politically opportunist ex
ecutive logic, the President's statement virtual
ly assured the Republican Party of a large bloc
of Southern votes in the upcoming fall elec
tions.
It can only be disappointing for supporters
of the 1968 "New Nixon" to look on as Nixonnow-President decides to play political roulette
with the nation's welfare. Counting on the
grass-roots support of the "Silent Majority" the
President evidently feels immune from the
necessity to exercise the type of executive
authority which could unite a divided nation.
The responsible use of Presidential prerogative
would be a valuable starting point for a
politics of unity.
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Pensees

The World As I See It
by Greg Watson
If I were to write a book en
titled The World as I See It,
there would be confusion and
order. There would be both good,
and evil. And there would be
man caught in a "hopeless para
dox of life." And I ask how else
can I see the world? I can see a
war that nobody wants, yet in
which all must fight. I can see
poverty and pollution afflicting
the terrestrial sphere, turning
this world into a large over-popu
lated ghetto of man. I can see
desolation and despair with
flickering moments of hope as
well as this heartbreak, and I
ask how else can man view man?
But now to take a different
view — from a transcendental
point, and I see man as an ant,
senseless in his wanderings. But
from this lofty perspective I see
purpose instead of paradox. I see

a searching for a plan, in short I
see beyond the physical into the
principle of life—that ordering
"Force" which directs the laws
of nature and the world which
it has created. Why do I see this
instead of purposelessness?
I don't know. Perhaps, it was
because I once stood on a mor>
tain-top and let the wind caress
my hair. Or maybe it was be
cause of the time when life stood
still while chasing a fish under
water. Or perhaps it was because
of a quiet walk I took into the
forest. Each time no person was
with me and yet I felt the "Force
ful Presence" there. Is this any
kind of an answer? No, not for
the philosophers, maybe not even
satisfactory for myself, and yet
it's something more real to me
than the books I read. Because I
experienced it, I have lived.

The Necessity of Disarmament
by Bob Whitehead
The Multiple Independently
Targeted Re-entry Vehicle (MIRV)
is now being deployed by the U.S.
and USSR. Work on the Fraction
al Orbital Bombardment System
(FOBS) is progressing rapidly.
Knowledgable sources claim that
Israel possesses a small stock
pile of nuclear weapons. Com
munist China has nearly de
veloped a workable intercon
tinental ballistic missle. Nuclear
attack submarines prowl beneath
the sea. Above, upon, and below
the earth a nuclear monster
grows.
Within the last decade a few
alarmists have declared that a
major nuclear war would com
pletely exterminate mankind, but
experts have expressed the view

Dear Editor:
On Monday morning, April
13th, I entered the prayer chapel,
on campus, along with some
friends for a time of prayer. As
we entered the chapel, I saw on
the altar that which I believe to
be a desecration and a sacrilege.
On the altar lay dirty communion
glasses and a half used grape
juice bottle, on the pulpit chair
lay a partially used bun, and on
the small table in front of the
pulpit lay the bottle opener, and
inside the pulpit were other
pieces of bread and grape juice
bottles.
Paul tells us to examine our
selves before partaking of the
elements. If we drink and eat
unworthily we become guilty of
the body and blood of Christ. The and respect for the act of com
Corinthian Christians' sacrilege munion and its meaning, is also
was that they had turned the a sacrilege.
Lord's Supper into a gluttonous
Milton H. Gould
feast; but the lack of reverence
Marion, Ind.

that perhaps 25 per cent of the
earth's population might perish
in a major nuclear conflict. How
ever, according to a recent re
port, each new weapon develop
ment raises the probable casualty
toll in a potential war. Theoretic
ally, nuclear weaponry can ad
vance to the point where total
human extinction is made pos
sible. The alarmists of today may
well be the strategists of tomor
row.
There is one path which man
kind must follow if the eventuali
ty of a nuclear holocaust is to be
avoided. Nations, despite their
differing ideologies, must work
together to facilitate disarma
ment. The Strategic Arms Limita
tion Talks (SALT) which are
presently in session brighten the
prospect of such an act. Although
many difficulties plague these
conferences, sensible policies of
arms limitation, if not abandon
ment, may well spring from these
talks.

However, the disarmament pro
gram faces one slight problem—
many people of all nationalities
oppose the limitation of nuclear
armament. These clever patriots
believe that they ensure safety
and balance by leading their in
vulnerable nuclear "pet" around
on a leash. Unfortunately this
leash is composed of politics and
prejudice, a risky combination.
One slight pressure can cause a
break, and then the atomic beast
is loose.
It is time that all thinking
men consider building a cage for
the monster which threatens the
world. Americans, Russians, Is
raelis, Chinese, and British alike
must work together on the con
struction of an atomic zoo in
which splitting atoms are dis
played in power plants and space
drive engines, not bombs. Other
wise the leash will someday
break, and then the world may
well end—not with a whimper,
but a bang.
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'Earth Day's' Goal; To Educate
Public On Environmental Issues
A National Moratorium on en
vironmental problems has been
set for April 22. The purpose is
to educate the public about the
pollution and population prob
lems existing in America and all
over the world.
Many schools are having weeklong teach-ins. Others are showing
their support by burying a car
or collecting no deposit-no return
beverage containers and piling
them on the bottler's doorstep for
their disposal. Still others are
cleaning up local communities or
performing
some
service
to
demonstrate their desire for pol
lution control.
Earth Day's objective at Tay
lor will be to generate student
awareness to the environmental
problems confronting us today.
An SGO committee calling its,elf
Student For a Liveable Environ
ment, has planned a teach-in for
Wednesday night. Speakers, a
movie and practical suggestions
on making the environment live
able will be presented. The time
and place will be announced at
a later time.
In the rural community pol
lution is not that apparent. But
one need only to walk a short way
to see the junk yards, contami
nated rivers, and littered road
ways. But compared to major
population centers in the world
Upland is sterile. Complacency
reigns. So what if 500 million
pounds of solid waste are being
poured into U.S. waterways each
day; and 8.2 million pounds of
carbon monoxide is released by

automobiles in New York City
each day; and the population will
double in 30 years! Does this di
rectly affect us?
As human beings and Ameri
cans, survival depends upon be
ing concerned. A technological
America has been created where
physical education classes can
not be held at times in Los
Angeles because breathing the
air too deeply is hazardous to
health and where there are
enough toxics in New York City
air that breathing is equivalent
to smoking almost two packs of
cigarettes a day.
Saul Pett in the Indianapolis
Star describes our creation:
"We have put DDT in the
shellfish off Martha's Vineyard
in the Atlantic and frenzy in
Hawaii in the Pacific and human
excrement in Sugar Creek, Char
lotte, N.C., as well as the streams
of
tiny
Peterborough,
N.H.,
where Thornton Wilder based his
bittersweet tale of "Our Town."
We have made parking lots out
of houses older than the Ameri
can Revolution and rumpus room
bars out of trees older than the
discovery of America.
We have taken the view look
ing south on Park Avenue, NewYork, where views are as scarce
as free rentals, and filled it with
concrete and glass, like a mottled
monster dam, and this was called
"air rights." We have broken the
serene blue line of the Pacific off
Santa Barbara with crab-like
monsters of metal, and this was
called "oil rights."
We

have

paved

alleys

with

It's What's Happening

Fri. Apr. 17
Teachers in Dialogue, Kerwood
Festival Play — "Long Days
Rm. 11:30-1:30 p.m.
Journey Into Night," Shreiner Class Prayer Meeting 7 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
Baseball — Wabash, there 3:30
p.m.
Sat. Apr. 18
Y.F.C. Quizzing, LA-220, 233 &
234 8-12 a.m.
BALL STATE NEWS
Golf — Indiana Central, here
Fri. Apr. 17
9:30 a.m.
Dianne Warwick Emens Auditori
Baseball
— Earlham, there 1 p.m.
The Students For A Liveable
um 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Track
—
Indiana
Central,
there
Environment hope that April 22
Tues. Apr, 21
1:30 p.m.
will make enough information
String Quartet Emens Auditorium
Festival
Play
—
"Long
Day's
available to students that they
8 p.m.
Journey Into Night," Shreiner
will know what is making the
El Cid 24625
8:15
p.m.
environment unliveable and how
to go about reversing the present S.U.B. — "The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter," Maytag 8:15 p.m.
trends. Students For a LiveableEnvironment hope that April 22 Sun. Apr. 19
will be a catalyst for thought Campus Church. Shreiner 10 a.m.
where students and professors Evening Worship Service, May
tag 7 p.m.
will ask why man has created
such a deplorable environment S.U.B. — "The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter," Shreiner 8:30 p.m.
and what must be done to pre
Methodist Student Movement is
serve life.
Mon. Apr. 20
sponsoring a spring retreat the
Inter-Varsity, LA-119,120 6:30
weekend of May 1-3 at Epworth
p.m.
Forest, Lake Webster, Ind.
Hut Program Co-ordinator,
Student Senate, SL-101 6:30 p.m.
Paul Gerdes, announced this
"Who Rules Wither?" has been
German Club, LA-218 7 p.m.
week that auditions for the
selected
as the theme, with Miss
Friendship Guild, MCW Lounge
annual "D o-Your-O w n-Thing
Anna Rose Braden as guest speak8 p.m.
Night" are scheduled for April
ker.
Tues. Apr. 21
28 and 29. Tryouts will be held
Activities of the weekend will
Golf — Anderson College, there
at 8 p.m. in the Hut.
include discussion groups, instal
1:30 p.m.
Students, faculty members
Science Club (with
Lambert lation of new officers, skits and
and employees of Taylor are
free time for the use of the rec
Dolphin), SL-103 6:30 p.m.
invited to perform. Any talent,
reational facilities of Lake Web
French
Club,
LA-218
7
p.m.
whether it be singing, speak
ster.
ing, bird call imitations or hog
Wed. Apr. 22
giant shopping centers and blan
keted meadows with dreary hous
ing developments and scarred
mountains with utility poles. We
have shaken our ecology with
technology, our houses with huge
diesel trucks, and our teeth with
monster jets."

MSM Plans
Spring Retreat

calling, is welcome, according
to Gerdes. Interested persons
should send a note stating
name and interest to Paul
Gerdes, Box 41, Wengatz Hall.
May 2 has been set for the
"Do-Your-Own-Thing" perform
ance.

Photography Club, LA-120
Judith Coen Faculty Recital, —
Shreiner 8:15 p.m.
Band Tour Begins
WRA 8:30 p.m.
Gamma Delta Beta, LA-240 7 p.m.
Thurs. Apr. 23
Psych 352 6:10-7 p.m., LA 220,
221, 233, 234

The retreat is open to all Tay
lor students. Fees are $1 preregistration, and $4 balance for
the weekend. This covers all
costs. Deadline for registration is
April 27. Further information on
registration and the retreat is
available from Tom Kraus or
Bob Brown.

Rehearse for the Apocalypse
time to start hoarding. Start buying things you'll need
after the Fall on credit - after the collapse no one will
bother with collecting debts.
While on the subject: start thinking about crea
tive new uses for money since its present function will
soon end. Remember, paper - particularly tissue - will be
in short supply.
Think about creative new uses for other poten
tially obsolete things like electric can openers, televisions,
brassieres, toilets, alarm clocks, automobiles, etc.
Accustom yourself to human body odor.
Now is the time to learn a trade for the future practice making arrowheads and other implements out of
stone. Advanced students should start experimenting
with bronze.
* For those of you who are investment minded,
buy land, but you'd better leave enough bread to also
buy a small arsenal to defend your property with

YES FOLKS! MOW YOU CAN BE THE
FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK TO EXPERIENCE
THE ECOLOGICAL DISASTER.
WHY WAIT TILL 1980?
DON'T LET THE FUTURE TAKE YOU
BY SURPRISE.
PREPARE NOW FOR THE END OF CIV
ILIZATION.
REHEARSE FOR THE APOCALYPSE.
HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS:
Better start preparing your pallette and stomach
for the fare of the 80's:
* Mix detergent with everything you eat and drink.
There's already quite a bit but there will be a lot more in
the future.
* Learn how to digest grass and other common
plants.
* Start fattening your dog, cat, parakeet and guppies for the main course of the future.

_

Develop a taste for grubs and insects - your an
cestors weren't too proud to lift a rock for their dinner.
Practice starving.
* Every night before bedtime drink a glass of in
dustrial and organic waste on the rocks (with mixer if
you prefer).
Appreciating that most services and products will
disappear over the next ten to twenty years, we suggest
this little dry run:
Turn off your gas
* Turn off your water
* Turn off your telephone
* Turn off your heat
* Turn off your electricity
Sit naked on the floor and repeat this chant:
PROGRESS IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT
PROGRESS IS OUR...
And as the final crisis approaches there's no better

Remember Victory Gardens? Plant your Sur
vival Garden now!
Better quit smoking - or rip off a tobacco ware
house.
* Stockpile useful items like matches, safety pins,
thread and needles, condoms, etc.
* Learn how to shoot a bow and arrow.
Start preparing for the fashions of the future.
You girls might take a hint from the+ieroines of monster
films and start tearing your clothing in tasteful but stra
tegically located tatters in order to create the Fay Wray
look of tomorrow. Those less frivolous minded among
you should start cultivating your body hair. (Remem
ber a naked ape is a cold ape)
* You housewives had better learn how to maim
and kill with a vegematic.
* Finally everyone should buy a boy scout man
ual - or in lieu of that, buy a boy scout.
SO IN FACING THE WORLD OF TOMORROW
REMEMBER: BUILD FOR THE FUTURE AND CON
TEMPLATE SUICIDE.

Recycled fro> Chicago Seed
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Hard Work Ahead . . .

Myers-Hanson Reflect On Duties
Rich Myers and John Hanson
are the new president and vice
president of SGO.
Myers commented that he is
pleased with the support of the
student body and those who
worked hard to support him.
"I realize that John and I have
a lot of responsibility and there's
a lot of hard work ahead for all
those who are going to be in
volved in SGO," Myers added.
"Actually, the election is just
the beginning of lots of hard
work," he continued.
Involving a significant number
of underclassmen is high on
Myers' list of things to accom
plish. He wishes to do this so that
there will be people in the fol
lowing years who know what's
happening in SGO.
He also wants to coordinate
student-faculty committees, which
is where most policies are made
that affect the student body.
Myers plans on doing this by
having the Executive Committee
of SGO and the student members

of the student-faculty get to
gether with their ideas.
Myers has had some previous
experience in SGO. He said that
he knows what's been done in
the past, what the goals are,
where the mistakes have been.

f Seminar

70' Looks
At Youth And World
Seminar 70, Buck Hill Falls,
Penn., saw over 300 Evangelical
Christian leaders and youth gath
er to listen to the many sounds
and voices that weigh heavily on
evangelical ears.
Charles Griffin, vice president
of student affairs, attended this
Christian Leadership Seminar and
will be sharing some of the ideas
that he gained in a series of
stories in the next several issues
of the ECHO.
Seminar 70 was conceived in
the minds of youth workers who
wanted to bring together in-

SUB Activities Will Be
Headed By Norris Team
The Student Union Board is
swamped with ideas, according to
Rick Norris, new president of
SUB. "Everyone has his 'own bag'
that he wants to see done. But
in the past many of these innova
tions have been pushed aside be
cause of the foreshadowing prob
lems of red tape, expense, too
much work and endless complica
tions."
As president and vice-presi
dent of SUB, Norris and running
mate Steve Clough plan to re
examine these ideas and investi
gate the possibilities.
"We feel that such things as
quality concerts and cultural
over-nights to Chicago are wellworth the trouble they might en
tail."
Norris and Clough are also
greatly interested in involving
students in SUB projects. Plans

Tour Scheduled

and what changes should be
made.
Hanson has spent his time in
SGO in the senate, which qualifies
him l'or the job of vice-president
since his primary job is to pre
side over the senate.

have been submitted to them for
redecorating the grill, establish
ing student-faculty lounges in
academic buildings, building park
facilities in the woods and more,
but they would rather wait to be
gin construction until a group of
students express the willingness
to work on it.
"Then we will gladly organize
the student potential, "Clough
said.
The first move of the new ex
ecutives will be to appoint people
to fill the SUB positions. Already,
they have been approached by
students offering their services.
Norris and Clough ask that others
who are interested in becoming an
co-ordinator or working on a com
mittee, to please contact them.
The seven SUB areas are: the
Hut, Public Relations, Recreation,
Cultural Events, Social events,
Weekend Activities and Com
munity Relations.

formed leaders and students for
an incisive look at youth, the
church and the world of the
seventies. Joseph Coughlin, co
ordinator, and Mr. Glen Heck,
chairman of the program com
mittee, were the primary figures
on the development of the pro
ject.
Students did their musical and
dramatic "thing," socially rele
vant films tangled with the issues,
panels reacted to the speakers
and the 300 participants divided
into small groups to discuss the
issues raised by the speakers and
the musicians.
Dr. Francis Sehaeffer, whose
life is dedicated to opposing an
existential approach to life, was
one of the primary resource per
sons.

SUB Sponsors
Weekend Movie
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
(1968) will be shown twice this
weekend. The movie, based on a
novel by Carson McCullers, will
be in Maytag, Saturday, at 8:15
p.m. and Shreiner, Sunday at
8:30 p.m.
Alan Arkin was nominated for
an Academy Award for his por
trayal of the main character, Mr.
Singer, a deaf mute. The story
comments on racial strife in an
Alabama town and on the prob
lems of adolescence for a high
school girl, portrayed by Sandra
Locke.
An admission fee of 250 will
be charged for both showings.
Jack Lemmon, Tony Curtis, and
Natalie Wood star in an SUB
sponsored film shown in Maytag
Friday, April 24, at 8:15 p.m.

For Concert Band
The Taylor University Concert
Band, directed by Robert Boyd,
assistant professor of music, will
take its annual spring tour April
22-26. The seventy-member band
will be presenting sacred and
secular concerts in churches and
schools in Indiana and Ohio.
The highlight of the tour, ac
cording to Boyd, is the combina
tion of the musical, spiritual, and
educational experience that is
gained by the band members.
The band's repertoire this year
includes such pieces as "Cherish,"
"Happy Heart," "Beguine for
Band" by Glen Osser, traditional
marches, "Procession of
the
Nobles"
by
Rimsky-Korsakov,
and selections from George Gersh
win's "Porgy and Bess." A full
sacred concert is also included in
their repertoire.
The band is scheduled to take
a few excursions during their
tour, one of which will be a trip
to Coney Island in Cincinnati.

The Taylor Florist

Appreciates Honesty

Coen Enjoys Toylor
by Pamela Portia Johnson
Miss Judith Coen, Taylor's
artist in residence is an accom
plished performer and an at
tractive new faculty member. She
has a very wide assortment of
accomplishments, from concert
and television work in Italy to
teaching at Houghton College in
Houghton, New York.
She has sung all her life and
says that she possibly inherited
her talent from her father who
was frequently asked to sing at
church socials and church ser
vices, Miss Coen recalls that she
began her singing career at age
five when she sang unexpectedly,
without accompaniment in a
local talent show. She delighted
her first audience and has been
singing ever since.
Miss Coen is very satisfied here
at Taylor and says that the stu
dents are among the friendliest
she has ever encountered. She had
to make no "real" adjustments
during the first few weeks after
her arrival because the healthy
attitude that prevails on the cam
pus is most inviting. She thinks
the location of Taylor University
is great because there is no prob
lem of air pollution.

"Taylor students," the young
lyric soprano adds, "are generally
open to new ideas, spontaneous
and sincere." She attributes this
to the midwestern influence.
Many have a hunger to expand
themselves—this is expressed by
the spiritual honesty besides the
intellectual honesty. "This ob
servation," Miss Coen says, "has
been proven encouraging."
Miss Coen is presently living in
Fairlane Apartments, but enjoys
a flexible schedule that involves
Intensive travel. She has found
that students enjoy good studentfaculty relationships. She was
very impressed when girls in
vited her to the resident halls
for prayer meetings, refreshments
and "just to talk."
Miss Coen advises anyone seek
ing a career in the arts to always
remember it is for the greater
glory of God. She says a per
former must never feel they have
entered an impractical profession
because God is the center of art.
As Christians we may see more
of a reason to appreciate art be
cause it is definitely related to
faith.

PANTY HOSE

DAVIS FLORAL COMPANY
Daily Campus Delivery
Hal Habecker

Judith Coen, artist in residence, will perform a varied vocal con
cert in Shreiner Auditorium on April 22 at 8:15 p.m. (Echo photo
by Ken Amstutz.)

Lynn Richards

3.2BiimnrMMe...
. . . l i v e i n t h i s w o r l d . The majority are illiterate,
underfed, underprivileged . . . without Christ. Wycliffe
is concerned about those minorities w h o have all but
been forgotten — the backwash of civilization — those who
desperately need the Word of God in their own language.
They need people like yourself to bring them hope. For
information on how you can become involved write:
Wycliffe Bible Translators — Box 1960, Santa Ana, Calif. 92702
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Recent Strikes Threaten
General Public Welfare
X'H ON STRIKE
BECAUSE X WORK
TOO LONG POR
TOO LITTLE* WE'RE
TREATED LIKE
SLAVES AND WE
GET
PEANUTS..."
"HOIWD YOUR
DAY GO>T>EAR?*

I X
WALKED ON THAT
PICKETT LINE ALL
MORN*HC>I PIV FEET
ARE KILLING ME> BUT
\T'LL BE WORTH IT
WHEU WE GET THAT
RA*SE! t H E S T u R i D
TERRIBLE

SLAVS DRIVER W»Ll
HAVE

TO hEETOUR

OpMANDS- • ''

HEY, DiO

W

UNEMPLOYMENT
CHECK COKIE TODAY?
How

COULD IT?

THE MAILS C A N ' T
GET THROUGH
SINCE YOU'RE ON
STRIKE*

ALSO THERE WOLVT
BE AHY SO??ER
BECAUSE TH^RE IS
NO ELECTRICITY
BECAUSE YOU DIDN'T
GET

YOUR CHECK

BECAUSE THE MAILS

CAN'T MOVE BECAUSE*
YOU'RE ON STRIKE"!

£
?
IQ70
|

You've never striked yourself,
nor have known anyone personally
that has felt the need to walk
out on his job. You've often driv
en your car in heavy traffic past
meat packing plants, schools,
cemeteries, or auto plants and
have seen the familiar sandwich
sign placed gloriously over a
man's head.
It always seems that these in
dividuals never tire of walking up
and down in front of a business
as long as somebody will listen
to their demands and as long as
they get coverage by the news.
You wonder if their complaints
are legitimate or not, but why
give it a second thought since it
does not directly upset your pat
tern of life.
Happily, you pull into your
driveway, park the car, enter the
house, and find out that your
electricity has been shut off since
the electric company didn't re
ceive your payment through the
mail, that your husband is
stranded in Chicago because his
plane can't get clearance, and
that the water heater you ordered
didn't arrive because the truckers
took a few days off. Striking
never affects anyone so why
worry.
Maybe this is somewhat of an
exaggeration as to the effect that
strikes have on the general pub
lic, but as of last week the mood
of frustration was so intense that
1970 may well go down in U.S.
economic history as the Year of

the Strike.
The latest strikes involving the
major areas of transportation
and communication have been
very costly and troublesome for
the U.S. public, and have re
mained in the spotlight as settle
ment talks continue.
The postal workers were only
back on the job after winning
concessions of a 6 per cent wage
hike for all classified government
employees, retroactive to Dec. 27,
plus an additional 8 per cent hike
for the postal workers whenever
reorganization
of
the
postal
system is worked out.
Like the postal workers, the
Union and the Trucking Employ
ers Inc. bargained their way into
a 33 per cent increase in wages
and fringe benefits over the next
39 months for some 450,000
Teamsters union members, some
of whom already earn upward of
$15,000.
Even though progress was
made with the postal workers and
truckers, people were still baffled
at the problems existing in rela
tionship to the air controllers
dispute and the demands rail
roaders were making over work
rules and job assignments.
The outcome of the conflict in
the area of transportation and
communication may still be un
decided, but the implications of
the strikes themselves in such
vital public services are quite
clear. To begin with, in these in
flationary times, no strike settle

ments come cheap—and invari
ably, the consumer winds up foot
ing the bill in one form or the
other.
Secondly, with the postal work
ers receiving the concessions
they demanded the strike has
opened up a whole new area of
collective bargaining, so that from
now on, other government-em
ployee unions are sure to press
for similarly bargained agree
ments.
Mr. Nixon's hands-off attitude
toward labor turmoil will remain
questionable especially since wild
cat strikes have become a threat
and the public's well-being is
largely at stake. With the pos,
sibility of upheaval in the trans
portation industry which could
conceivably cause total collapse
of the nation's vital services
Congress too, will feel the pres
sure to get involved and prevent
strikes and lockouts in the trans
portation department.
It seems that all in all the
same old questions are still hang
ing around to be answered. Do
workers have a right to strike
when the safety of the general
public is concerned? And how
much authority and responsibility
does the federal government
have in establishing guidelines
for both labor and management?
As have Presidents in the past,
Mr. Nixon is being called upon
to give suitable answers, and as
always has the arduous task of
trying to please everyone.

Labor Unions Exploit Power;
Demands Push Inflation Cycle
The year 1970 will be remem
bered in history books as the
"year of strikes."
Labor Unions across the nation
are going to the bargaining table
to negotiate for higher wages and
more benefits for the powerful
working class. Citizens that are
paying higher prices for produets are becoming more aware of
the dangerous inflation cycle.
The question of morality, in
the context of nation-wide strikes
that effect the national economy
and the consumer as well as the
now weak employer, is being
raised by many.
Labor unions are a consequence
of capitalistic development. The
movement began as a result of
the industrial revolution which
occurred in England from about
1760 to approximately 1830. The
establishment of the factory sys
tem enormously increased pro
duction and productivity. At the
expense of large number of ex
ploited men, women, and children,
employers became rich
over
night. The employers had no
social obligations and were virt
ually without responsibility to
ward the human sources of their
wealth.
With the formation of coali
tions of workers, the workers
were able to pit their collective
strength against the employers in
the determination of working con
ditions and equal wages. The then
young unions strove to break
down the autocratic industrial
power of the employers. These

unions at first were met with
hostility from the government,
but gradually gained legality
along with strength.
From this beginning the labor
unions have progressed to the
peak of almost absolute power.
Unions have forced their way into
the offices where they are not
only not wanted but also not
needed. The labor union, which
was created for the solidarity of
the working class, has over
stepped its bounds in forcing the
white collar workers to be mem
bers. With the threat of profes
sional
strikers,
unions
have
gained control of the entire of
fice work-force in the country.
On the blue collar level labor
unions have brought uncontroll
able power to the workers. The
recent successful mail service
strike has shown that even gov
ernment workers have power over
the government. Even the union
leaders have no power over the
militant strikers as evidenced in
the present teamsters wild-cat
strike. There is a possible rail
strike in the wind and the Ameri
can Newspaper Guild threatens
a strike on the daily newspapers
if demands are not met soon.
If Americans are already sick
of collective bargaining, poor airtraveling conditions, and threat
ened strikes, they had better take
two aspirins and get plenty of
rest, because in September the
year's biggest bargaining hurdle
will be reached. That is when the
contracts of 660,000 United Auto

Workers expire. Some 75,000
meat packing workers will negoti
ate while 70,000 rubber and tire
workers and over 500,000 con
struction workers go to the bar
gaining table.
Inflation is the main reason,
with a few exceptions, for higher
and higher demands. On the other
hand inflation is the same reason
that President Nixon warned the
union leaders not to ask for high
er wages this year. Any union
leader that would heed that warn
ing would find that he would not
be a union leader for long. So
the demands increase and the
product prices continue to climb
with no end in sight.
The legitimacy of labor union
strikes is a sensitive question. In
some cases striking is the only
answer as in the recently termi
nated four and a half year Cali
fornia grape pickers strike, and
The Professional Air Traffic Con
trollers Organization sick-o u t
which is not about money but
poor working conditions. But
with few exceptions the unions
have now progressed to the point
where they have the same type of
power over the employer and
consumer as the employer once
had over the workers.
1970 may also be remembered
as the year that the government
in the interest of the national
ecomomy broke its long standing
policy of uninvolvemcnt in labor
disputes. The diameter of the
inflation cycle will have to be
checked sooner or later.
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Baseball Team Raises
Season Record To 5-8
Taylor's baseball team im
The first game against Grace the fourth inning and later
proved their season mark to 5-8 College saw the Trojans combine picked up to win. This was his
last week by winning three of power and pitching to shut out first decision of the season.
their five contests.
the Lancers 15-0. In this game
The first conference game for
The Trojans travelled to In the Trojans picked up five home- the Trojans saw pitcher Ladd al
dianapolis for the first game and runs off the bats of Dennis Ladd, low the Hanover Panthers three
fell victims of the Butler squad Gary DeHaven, Dwight Johnson, hits and one run while the Tro
by a 10-7 count. Senior left field Ron Timmerman and Jim Mes- jans pushed across ten scores.
er, Gary Buss, led the Trojan of sner. The shutout was pitched The offensive power for Taylor
fense attack with a 3 for 4 per by Dave Griffie and Bocken.
was lead by Messner, Denny
formance at the plate which in
In the second game with Grace Roach and Ladd as each pick up
cluded a double, triple and four the Trojans came from a four two hits. The win gave Ladd a 1-1
rbi's. Trojan pitching scores were run deficit to win 12-10. Messner record.
shared between Dave Tickner, lead Trojan hitters in this game
In the second game with Han
Merrill Skinner, Ken Bocken and in a 2 for 3 performance as he over the Trojans were not as suc
John Heere. Tickner, the starter, collected a double and two cessful as Jeff Klein, the Panthers
was given the loss which ex triples. Sophomore pitcher Heere pitcher, shut the Trojans out
tended his record to 1-2.
relieved starter Stan Frantz in limiting the team to four hits.
Senior firstbaseman Johnson
lead the Trojans batters with a
Trojan batter, Denny Ladd, squares around to lay down a bunt at
triple and single. Tickner pitched tempting to advance the baserunners. The team travels to Earlham
a fine game for the Trojans, Saturday for a doubleheader.
striking out ten and giving up
only four hits. However, the
Panthers were able to score two
runs and earned the victory. The
loss set Tickner's record at 1-3.
The Trojans will be in action
Saturday afternoon as they travel
to Richmond to take on Earlham
in a conference doubleheader.
Taylor University's Trojans distance of 136'2". Gene Fadel led
They will also see action Thurs
rose to the occasion last Tuesday all javelin throwers by throwing
day at Wabash College.
in chilly 45 degree weather to a distance of 181'10". Don Juliterally run circles around the berg followed him closely in sec
Spartans of Manchester. On last ond place.
minute notice, the track meet
The Triple jump proved to be
was quickly changed to home the first sweep of the day as
ground because much of Man Dan Gordan, Brian Scholl, and
chester's track was under water Tim Yoder took all nine points.
due to the rain the previous Gordan won at 44'iy4". In the
night. The response from the Tro mile run all nine points were
Trojan golfers finished third jans was tremendous as many taken again when Ralph Foote,
in a triangular meet against In Trojans broke their own personal Brad Ludwick, and Carl Tichenor
diana Central and Tri-State. In records.
placed first, second and third
diana Central shot a 416 to take
Tom Hoffrage again led the respectively. Foote led the strong
the meet with Tri-State and Tay way as he threw the shot a dist mile team in 4:19.1. The last
Coach Jack King relaxes for a moment from his busy schedule as
lor following with scores of 417 ance of 45'%" to take a first sweep of the day came in the 880
head baseball coach. (Echo photo by John Hanson)
and 430 respectively.
place. John Lauber placed sec yard run. Ray Shultz won in
Bob Bunchanan lead Indiana ond and threw his best of the 1.59.2 to beat out second and
Central to victory with a score of season. First place was taken in third place finishers John Yantiss
76, which was the best score of the high jump as Ron Lenwell and Ed Taylor.
the match. Jeff Rocke shot an 81 jumped 6' to reach his best per
Mike Masimer took the oppor
to top the Taylor team.
formance of the season.
tunity to take first place in the
I.C. — Greg Bixler 40-41-81; A1
Mark Govertsen started his 440 yard run as Dave Rich was
Hess 47-42-89; John Davis 40-40- busy day by jumping to first sidelined with an injury. He won
80; Bob Bunchanan 38-38-76; Rick place in the long jump at the event in 52.3 seconds.
A suggestion which promises event—such as hurdles, running Wright 44-46-90 — Total 416.
20'11%". He also took third in
Wes Goodwin continued his
improvement of the Taylor physi jumps, discus throw — to de
Tri-State — Pete Kempf 39-42- the high jump and third in the domination in the hurdle events
cal education program is the ad termine in which area she will 81; Jeff Jackson 43-42-85; Greg 100 yard dash. In the 220 he as he again took two firsts in the
dition of track and field events be of most value to the team. Berry 46-43-89; Tony Dorsa 41- placed second and ended his day 120 yard high hurdles and the
for women. Miss Charlotte Knox, Some object to not being very 43-84; Jerry Herniak 42-41-83— by running the final leg of the 440 yard intermediate hurdles. In
instructor of P.E. and health, is "feminine," but to overcome such Total 417.
mile relay.
the 120 highs, Goodwin crossed
in charge of the newly formed attitudes is just why Miss Knox
Taylor — Jeff Rocke 41-40-81;
Charlie Hess had no trouble the finish line in 15.4 seconds.
group, and she says that it is one asks each one to try them all at Stacey Clark 45-42-87; Bill Thomp taking first place in the pole His time in the intermediates was
of her favorite sports.
least once. The team practices son 40-43-83; Roger Zimmerman vault as he vaulted to 13'6". In 56.5 seconds. Freshman Ted
She realizes the extra work in every night from 6 p.m. until 43-42-85; Denny Thompson 42-42- the discus Tom Hoffrage added Bowers also did a fine job, plac
volved in giving her time to this 7 p.m. except Fridays.
84 — Total 420.
another first while throwing a ing third in both events.
as well as to her other responsi
Competition with other schools
Terry Jordan outraced all com
bilities, but her enthusiasm gives is being planned beginning Satur
petition in the 100 yard dash by
evidence that she anticipates a day, May 2, in a meet to be held
stopping the clock at 10.2 seconds.
rewarding experience. She is at Ball State University. On SatHe did the same in the 220 yard
teaching a course in track and day, May 16, another meet will be
dash, finishing in 23 seconds
field to a group of physical educa held, this time at Goshen College,
flat.
tion majors, and at the same time, to which six other schools have
Ralph Foote scratched from the
in order to be better able to been invited. They are Grace Col
two-mile run and Brad Ludwick
coach a team for intercollegiate lege, Manchester College, Val
Saturday morning, Coach Don action on Taylor's all-weather took honors by finishing in a
competition, she has been attend paraiso University, Huntington Odle will send his golf team onto track. The Trojans, hoping to con winning time of 9:29.6 seconds;
ing Coach Glass's course on College, Ball State University, and the links to oppose defending tinue domination of the sport, his personal best. Kermit Welty
"Coaching of Track and Field."
Taylor University. The events to conference champion Indiana Cen should handle IC and continue after taking the early lead,
The new program is really an be included in this meet will be tral. The Trojans hope to avenge their drive for another confer finished third.
experiment at Taylor since it the discus throw, shot put, run an earlier setback at the hands ence title.
In the relay events, the Tro
has not been offered here be ning long jump, high jump, of IC. In that match the Trojans
Baseball faces a week of travel, jans took a commanding lead in
fore. About twenty girls have hurdles, relays, 75-yard, 100-yard, lost by four strikes, but will have with doubleheaders at Earlham
the 440 relay as Goodwin, Rich,
shown an interest in trying out and 220-yard dashes, and the the home course advantage on Saturday and Wabash on Thurs
Govertsen, and Jordan combined
for the events, and only a very 440-yard and 880-yard runs.
their side in the 9:30 a.m. start.
day. The Trojans, hoping to un- to win in 43.2 seconds. In the
few are physical education ma
Although the budget for wo
track themselves and get back final race of the day Manchester
Conference play dominates the
jors. A new segment of students men's sports is rather limited, it
into the conference race, need to took their only first place by
is being attracted—some because is perhaps flexible enough to sport's scene this week with a sweep the series at Earlham. The
winning the mile relay in a time
they particularly enjoy competi provide a variety of opportunities limited slate of action on tap in Quakers haven't defeated Taylor
of 3:28.5 seconds.
each
of
the
spring
sports.
tion in this area, some" just for for physical development and
in the last 14 games, and would
Taylor faces another confer
the fun of it."
competitive athletics for those
In the similar fashion, the like to break that string and ence foe in Indiana Central Sat
Each girl is asked to try each interested.
trackmen oppose IC in local sport start their own.
urday on the Trojan track.

Thinclads Overpower
Manchester 111-34

Golfers Finish
Third In Meet

Track Program Added
For Interested Girls

Conference Play Dominates
Th is Week's Sports Scene

